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ABSTRACT: Neck cutoffs and their resultant oxbow lakes are important and prominent features of riverine landscapes. Detailed
field-based research focusing on the morphologic evolution of neck cutoffs is currently insufficient to fully characterize cutoff
evolution. High-resolution bathymetric data were collected over 3 years for the purpose of determining channel morphology and
morphologic change on three actively evolving neck cutoffs. Results indicate the following general trends in morphologic adjustment: (1) a longitudinal bar in the upstream meander limb that develops near the entrance to the abandoned bend; (2) a deep scour
hole in the downstream meander limb immediately downstream of the cutoff channel; (3) erosion of the bank opposite the cutoff in
the downstream meander limb; (4) a cutoff bar in the downstream meander limb at the junction corner of the cutoff channel and the
downstream meander limb; and (5) perching of the exit of the abandoned bend above the cutoff channel due to channel bed incision. The results presented herein were used to develop a conceptual model that depicts the morphologic evolution of highly curving
neck cutoffs. The findings of this research are combined with recent analyses of the three-dimensional flow structure through neck
cutoffs to provide a mechanistic explanation for the morphodynamics of neck cutoffs. © 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEYWORDS: neck cutoffs; meandering rivers; channel morphology; difference mapping

1. Introduction
As a meandering river migrates through its floodplain, the
length and sinuosity of the channel can increase while the
channel slope decreases (Phillips, 2010). Under these circumstances it may no longer be optimal for the river to transport
water and sediment downstream, which can lead to cutoff of
the meander bend, resulting in a decrease in channel length
and an increase in local gradient and sediment transport capacity (Fisk, 1947; Phillips, 2010). Following cutoff, the entrance
and exit of the abandoned meander bend become plugged
with relatively coarse sediment, transitioning into an oxbow
lake, and eventually becoming terrestrialized floodplain
following fine-grained sedimentation (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965;
Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
Generally, cutoffs are categorized as chute or neck cutoffs (Fisk,
1947; Allen, 1965). Chute cutoffs form during overbank flow
events that have the ability to scour a channel across the
floodplain (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965). Neck cutoffs form when
the upstream and downstream meander limbs migrate towards
one another and the narrow land of floodplain that separates
the channels is breached (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Gagliano
and Howard, 1984). Meander cutoffs are classified as neck

cutoffs when the distance across the floodplain between the
upstream and downstream channels is less than one bankfull
channel width apart at the time of breach (Lewis and Lewin,
1983).
A considerable amount of work has been done on meandering river cutoffs, ranging from the long-term behaviour and
organization of meandering rivers (Stolum, 1996, 1998; Hooke,
2004; Camporeale et al., 2005, 2008; Constantine and Dunne,
2008; Micheli and Larsen, 2011), mechanisms of cutoff
initiation (Ratzlaff, 1981; Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et al.,
2010b; Grenfell et al., 2012, 2014), rates of infill and sedimentology of oxbow lakes and floodplain alluvial architecture
(Petersen, 1963; Erskine et al., 1982; Bridge et al., 1986; Piégay
et al., 2002; Brooks and Medioli, 2003; Wren et al., 2008;
Citterio and Piégay, 2009; Toonen et al., 2012; Dieras et al.,
2013; Ishii and Hori, 2016), cutoff types and distribution within
meandering rivers (Lewis and Lewin, 1983), hydrodynamics of
cutoffs and the abandoned channel (Constantine et al., 2010a;
Le Coz et al., 2010; Zinger et al., 2013; Costigan and Gerken,
2016; Richards et al., 2018), and morphologic changes following cutoff (Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Mosley, 1975; Gagliano
and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995; Fares, 2000; Fuller et al.,
2003; Han and Endreny, 2014). Based on the work mentioned
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above, several factors can be identified that provide first-order
constraints on the morphologic evolution of meander cutoffs,
namely (1) length of channel removed via cutoff, (2) planform
geometry prior to cutoff, and (3) sediment composition of the
channel bed.
A feature shown to be of importance in the morphologic
evolution of cutoff channels is the diversion angle between
the cutoff channel and the abandoned channel (Fisk, 1947;
Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010a). Previous research has suggested that larger
diversion angles correspond to faster rates of sediment plugging
of the abandoned bend and that neck cutoffs generally have
larger diversion angles than chute cutoffs (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano
and Howard, 1984). The mechanism behind plugging is a zone
of flow separation and recirculation that forms as flow enters
the abandoned bend, resulting in the reduction of flow velocity
and shear stress (Constantine et al., 2010a). The width of the
flow separation zone scales with the diversion angle, where
larger diversion angles produce wider zones of flow separation
and recirculation (Constantine et al., 2010a). Thus, larger diversion angles lead to faster rates of deposition and plugging due
to wider zones of flow separation (Constantine et al., 2010a).
Related to the diversion angle of cutoffs is the hydrodynamic
phenomenon known as the Bulle effect. The effect was quantified on diversions where one channel laterally branches off at a
given angle from the main channel, which continues on a
straight path. Research on these diversions has shown that a
disproportionate amount of bedload sediment enters the
diversion channel compared to the water discharge ratio between the two channels (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017). The
amount of bedload entering the diversion channel increases
as the diversion angle increases from ~10 to 120° (Bulle,
1926; Dutta et al., 2017). This phenomenon is associated with
near-bed flow being diverted into the diversion channel, which
is responsible for transporting bedload into the channel, and
near-surface flow primarily continuing into the main channel
(Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017; Dutta and Garcia, 2018). A
zone of flow separation forms within the diversion channel
and as the diversion angle increases, the width of the flow separation zone increases (Bulle, 1926; Dutta et al., 2017; Dutta
and Garcia, 2018), similarly related to the findings for cutoff
channels (Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010a).
A conceptual model for the hydrodynamics and the resulting
change in channel morphology during the evolution of chute
cutoffs has been established which suggests that processes
occurring at chute cutoffs are similar to those observed for bifurcations and confluences (Zinger et al., 2013). The
bifurcation–confluence model for chute cutoffs represents one
stage in chute cutoff evolution, illustrating the time immediately after the cutoff channel has been established and before
the abandoned bend has been fully plugged with sediment
(Zinger et al., 2013). A similar model has not yet been
established for neck cutoffs. Instead, the current pre-existing
conceptual model for neck cutoffs is a generalized model for
the long-term morphologic evolution, showing four main stages
from active meandering river to active neck cutoff, lacustrine
(oxbow lake), and terrestrialized floodplain (Gagliano and
Howard, 1984) (Figure 1).
The long-term neck cutoff model addresses evolutionary
factors at each stage that drive neck cutoffs to move to the
next stage in evolution (Gagliano and Howard, 1984), but
does not address in detail the complex hydrodynamics that
happen during the ‘neck cutoff stage’ (i.e. stage 2 of
Figure 1) or the morphologic change that results. However,
with recent advancements in hydroacoustic technologies,
such as multibeam echo sounding (MBES) and acoustic
Doppler current profiling (ADCP), detailed measurements of
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Figure 1. Conceptual model showing the long-term evolution of neck
cutoffs on meandering rivers. Note that, as depicted, the cutoff location
results in a relatively straight channel segment connecting upstream
and downstream limbs (modified from Gagliano and Howard, 1984).
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the hydrodynamic and morphologic adjustments during the
active cutoff stage are now increasingly possible.
Furthermore, the long-term conceptual model depicts the
‘neck cutoff stage’ as a simplified geometry where the location of the cutoff relative to the meander bend results in a
straight channel segment that connects the upstream and
downstream limbs, which we herein refer to as omega-style
(Ω-style). However, in many natural meandering rivers, the
location of a neck cutoff can result in a range of cutoff channel geometries ranging from mildly to highly curving
(Figure 2).
Recently, a conceptual model was introduced for the hydrodynamics occurring within highly curved neck cutoffs (Figure 3)
that illustrates the following key points: (1) primary flow being
redirected ~180° through the cutoff area, with high momentum
fluid advected to the opposite bank downstream of the cutoff;
(2) areas of flow recirculation at the entrance and exit of the
abandoned bend and on the adjacent bank in the downstream
meander limb; and (3) patterns of secondary circulation within
the cutoff region indicating near-surface fluid oriented towards
the abandoned bend and near-bed fluid oriented into the
downstream meander limb (Richards et al., 2018). These findings highlight the complexity of the three-dimensional flow
field that can occur when neck cutoff channels are not straight,
yet do not present the corresponding morphologic adjustments
that occur for highly curved neck cutoffs.
Previous research describing neck cutoff morphology has
shown different morphologic responses depending on site
specifics, such as planform geometry. An experimental study
of a neck cutoff developed in a stream table showed that as
a cutoff forms, the bed elevation upstream of the point of cutoff is lowered through erosion and elevations downstream are
raised by deposition (Han and Endreny, 2014). Field investigations suggest that the upstream meander limb tends to
straighten, resulting in flow travelling through the cutoff
channel in a relatively straight path from the upstream to
the downstream limb of the bend, increasing velocity and
depth at the point of cutoff (Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995). As the cutoff channel widens, localized bed scour in the downstream meander limb close to the
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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Figure 2. Examples of meandering rivers exhibiting planform geometries that result in highly curving neck cutoffs: (A) Tensaw River, Alabama, USA;
(B) Juruá River, State of Amazonas, Brazil; (C) Mahakam River, West Kutai Regency, Indonesia; (D) Juruá River, State of Amazonas, Brazil, near confluence with the Amazon River; (E) Ochlockonee River, Florida, USA; (F) Grijalva River, State of Tabasco, Mexico. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

bank opposite the cutoff channel occurs, along with sediment
deposition within the entrance and exit of the abandoned
bend (Hooke, 1995; Han and Endreny, 2014). Additionally,
both field (Hooke, 1995) and experimental work (Han and
Endreny, 2014) have documented the formation of a bar at
the downstream junction corner of the cutoff channel and
the downstream meander limb.
Few detailed field studies have been performed on the morphologic changes of relatively large (channel widths greater
than ~150 m) actively evolving neck cutoffs with highly curved
planform configurations. There is also a lack of studies that
document and link the detailed morphologic changes within
neck cutoffs to the three-dimensional hydrodynamics. This
paucity of information is problematic given that neck cutoffs
with highly curved planform configurations can be observed
all over the world from the study sites used in this research on
the White River, Arkansas to the Juruá River in Brazil, the
Mahakam River in Indonesia, and the Grijalva River in
Mexico, to name just a few (Figure 2).
This research aims to address the lack of knowledge
described above by documenting in detail the morphologic
evolution of three actively evolving neck cutoffs with highly
curving planform configurations prior to full abandonment
of the original bend over a period of 3 years from 2015 to
2017. The results are discussed within the context of a recent
study examining the three-dimensional hydrodynamics of
these same cutoff sites (Richards et al., 2018) to provide a
more comprehensive insight into the morphodynamics of
highly curved neck cutoffs. The findings from this study are
summarized into a conceptual model of neck cutoff
morphology for highly curving cutoff channels at a stage in
the evolutionary process between breach of floodplain and
prior to complete plugging of the abandoned bend. The
generalizability of the conceptual model is demonstrated by
comparing planform evolution of various highly curving neck
cutoffs observed in different environmental settings around
the world.
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

2. Study Area
Three neck cutoffs were researched along an ~18 km span of
the lower White River, located between De Valls Bluff and
Clarendon, Arkansas (Figure 4). The lower White River starts
near Batesville, Arkansas and flows for ~745 km before it
feeds into the Mississippi River, ~17 km northeast of Watson,
Arkansas. The drainage area is ~8360 km2, the bankfull width
is ~170 m, and the bankfull depth is ~7 m. The closest river
gauge is a United States Geological Survey (USGS) station
at De Valls Bluff, Arkansas (gauge: 07077000). The gauging
station indicates a mean annual discharge of 770 m3 s 1
and a peak annual discharge of ~2480 m3 s 1. Seasonality
of the flow generally displays higher discharges occurring between March–June and lower discharges between July–
December. The sinuosity for this portion of the river is ~2.2
and migration rates are ~2–4 m year 1; upstream of
Clarendon, Arkansas the channel slope is about 6 × 10 4 (Edwards et al., 2015).
The three cutoffs of this study formed on elongate meander
loops with highly curved planform configurations (Richards
et al., 2018) and are at different stages in their morphologic
evolution yet fall in the stage after initial breach of the floodplain but before complete disconnection and plugging of the
abandoned bend. The elongate planform morphology of these
bends, as well as the location of the cutoff within the bend, establishes hydrodynamic conditions such that the upstream and
downstream limbs are roughly parallel, with flow moving in
opposite directions (Richards et al., 2018). Pumps Bend (PB),
the furthest upstream and most recent cutoff event of the three
sites, began cutoff in 2013. Seven Mile Bend (SB), located
~9 km downstream from PB and roughly halfway between
Pumps and Franklin bends, cutoff in 2011. Franklin Bend (FB)
cutoff in 2005, making it the farthest downstream and the oldest
of the cutoff sites. The width of the floodplain necks before cutoff, determined by satellite imagery, was about 30, 20, and
15 m for PB, SB, and FB, respectively (Figure 4).
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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forested floodplains, including the sites focused on for this research. The planform geometry of the White River is that of a
sinuous meandering channel with multiple neck cutoffs and
numerous other bends with narrow necks suggesting imminent
cutoff. Interestingly, there is an apparent lack of chute cutoffs
on the river despite regular overbank flooding, an explanation
for which requires additional studies. The lower White River
also includes the Dale Bumpers White River National Wildlife
Refuge, located along the lower ~100 km of the river, which
is one of the largest remaining bottomland hardwood forests
in the Mississippi River valley.

3. Methods

Figure 3. (A) Depth-averaged velocity vectors on Franklin Bend of the
White River in central Arkansas from a field campaign on 07/04/2015.
(B) Conceptual model of flow structure through highly curving neck
cutoffs showing zones flow separation of recirculation (modified from
Richards et al., 2018). [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The lower White River provides an excellent opportunity to
conduct detailed, process-based field investigations of the neck
cutoff process due to the relative abundance of neck cutoffs
that evolve slowly enough to obtain high-resolution data on
an annual basis. PB, SB, and FB bends are all still connected
to the active channel of the White River and do not appear to
be adjusting very fast towards disconnection and oxbow lake
formation. For comparison, previous rates for full disconnection of abandoned bends have ranged from less than 1 year to
within 10 years (Petersen, 1963; Gagliano and Howard, 1984;
Hooke, 1995). The lower White River flows through mostly
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Data were collected over a period of 3 years from 2015 to
2017. In 2015, channel morphology was surveyed using a
Teledyne-RDI Workhorse Rio Grande acoustic Doppler current
profiler with an integrated Hemisphere A100 differential global
positioning system (dGPS). While ADCP is typically used to
collect three-dimensional velocity measurements, it also records depths and can be used to generate bed morphology
maps. ADCP was used to collect data along predetermined
cross-sections oriented perpendicular to the channel and along
longitudinal lines at each site between 6 and 7 April 2015
when discharge was ~1600 and ~1580 m3 s 1, respectively,
corresponding to a near-bankfull event. ADCP measurements
were processed in WinRiver II and exported to the Velocity
Mapping Toolbox (VMT), which is a suite of codes in MATLAB
used to process and visualize boat-mounted ADCP data (Parsons et al., 2013). Channel depths were exported from VMT
and brought into iRIC, a river flow and riverbed analysis software package that allows for interpolation of values by creating
a grid that defines the path and extent of the river channel (i-ric.
org). In iRIC, a 10-m resolution bathymetric surface was interpolated, as well as an interpolated water elevation surface
using an estimated water slope from USGS gauging stations at
De Valls Bluff and Clarendon, Arkansas. These two surfaces
were brought into ArcMap, where the channel depths were
subtracted from the water elevation surface to obtain channel
bed elevations. A final 5-m resolution bathymetry map was created using Caris Base Editor.
Surveys of channel bed morphology in 2016 and 2017 were
conducted using a NORBIT iWMBSc (compact integrated
wideband multibeam sonar) with an integrated inertial motion
unit (IMU) and dGPS. Surveys in 2016 were conducted from
17 to 18 May, when the average daily discharge was ~1020
and ~1015 m3 s 1, respectively. The river stage was ~1 m
below bankfull stage. Surveys in 2017 were conducted from
22 to 27 May during a large overbank flood event, with discharges of about 2770–2370 m3 s 1. Post-processing, filtering,
and visualization of the multibeam data were conducted using
Caris HIPS/SIPS, a software package designed to handle large
bathymetric datasets. A post-processing kinematic (PPK) solution was used to convert channel depths to bed elevations.
Data collected at FB on 22 May 2017 were obtained on a
day when the nearest CORS base station was not working properly; therefore, PPK motion and elevation offsets applied to the
data did not result in reliable elevations. Thus, a manual shift
was applied to the FB 22/05/2017 survey so that bed elevations
near the apex of the abandoned bend were in agreement with
the FB 2016 survey (under the assumption of negligible vertical
accretion in this region between the two surveys).
Difference maps were created in Caris HIPS/SIPS by
subtracting the elevation maps between consecutive years.
Maps of channel morphology derived from the multibeam data
were initially gridded at 0.5 m resolution, however, the
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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Figure 4. Study area along the White River in Central Arkansas showing the location of Pumps Bend, Seven Mile Bend, and Franklin Bend neck
cutoffs. The three cutoffs are located between De Valls Bluff and Clarendon, Arkansas. Pumps Bend cutoff in 2014, Seven Mile Bend in 2011, and
Franklin Bend in 2006. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

difference maps produced from these surfaces emphasized differences in bedform morphology that were not the focus of this
study. Rather, the purpose of this study was to focus on general
changes in bed morphology, thus the resolution was increased
to 1.5 m, which still provided highly detailed channel bed morphology maps. The difference maps were then exported, with
values ±0.2 m excluded for maps using the 2015 ADCP data,
and values ±0.05 m excluded for maps using strictly multibeam
data. Elevation profile lines were created in Caris HIPS/SIPS,
and background aerial imagery was downloaded from USGS
Earth Explorer website.
To systematically compare the morphologic features and
rates of change observed at each of the three neck cutoff sites,
dimensionless analyses are presented. Maximum lateral erosion distances De were determined by measuring orthogonal
bankline distances between different time intervals following
initial formation of each neck cutoff, and annual rates of migration Mr were calculated as De/t, where t is the time interval between measurements. Aerial imagery from Google Earth was
used to supplement the field surveys of this study, with FB including years 2006, 2009, 2010, and 2012 and SB including
imagery from 2012. For PB, all 3 years of field surveys were
used in the dimensionless analysis, whereas for FB and SB, only
2015–2017 field surveys were used because the rates of
change were considerably less. Measurements of each neck
cutoff width Wc were also made for each time interval, with
cutoff width measured as the shortest distance between the upstream junction corner and the island between the entrance
and exit to the abandoned bend. These distances were made
dimensionless by using the reach-averaged bankfull width.
The bathymetric data utilized in this study were all acquired
during near-bankfull to over-bankfull discharge events to optimize survey coverage and time efficiency during the
multibeam surveys. Thus, the measurements do not offer insight
into the range of morphologic adjustments that would occur
during relatively lower discharge events in any given year.
One of the primary objectives of this study was to document
and quantify morphologic change during actively evolving
neck cutoffs. During the early stages of neck cutoff evolution,
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

morphologic rates of change are typically fastest, and therefore
it is justifiable to use the measurements presented in this study
to address the overall geomorphic evolution of early neck cutoff change. During later stages of neck cutoff evolution, rates of
change are typically slower (Hooke, 1995), and it is likely that
annual hydrologic and morphologic variability could have an
impact on the annual difference maps presented herein. However, if we assume that bankfull discharge represents a formative discharge event, and thus reflects an equilibrium between
process and form, then annual bathymetric comparisons during
formative discharge events are also justifiable for the purposes
of this study.

4. Results
Throughout the results section two terms are used that we define here. The point of cutoff is the area where the floodplain
neck was first breached and the river incised. This term is used
instead of the more conventional ‘cutoff channel’ because the
distance of floodplain cutoff is extremely short compared to
bankfull width, and thus not necessarily comprising a new
channel. We define a cutoff bar as the bar complex that forms
adjacent to the cutoff in the downstream meander limb.

4.1. Characteristics of Pumps Bend cutoff
morphology
The 2015 survey at PB was performed less than 2 years after initial breaching of the floodplain that resulted in ~2300 m of
stream length removal (Figure 5A). The upstream limb of PB exhibits a slight curvature, and the channel bed morphology upstream of the point of cutoff shows an asymmetric transverse
profile with higher elevations along the left bank (opposite cutoff) (Figure 5A). At the point of cutoff, an ~10 m deep and
~67 m wide (~61% of bankfull width) notch is incised into
the floodplain neck. Adjacent to this notch is a ~105 m wide
portion of the floodplain that has been lowered ~1–2 m below
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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Figure 5. (A) Pumps Bend 2015 channel morphology generated at a
5 m resolution. (B) Pumps Bend 2016 channel morphology generated
at a 1.5 m resolution. (C) Pumps Bend 2017 channel morphology generated at a 1.5 m resolution. For all three images, warmer colours represent higher elevations and cooler colours represent lower
elevations. Channel morphology located under white dashed polygons
indicates areas of relatively large surface interpolation. [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

bankfull stage, but has yet to be fully incised into the surrounding channel bed elevations (Figure 5A). Since the initial cutoff,
a deep scour hole developed directly downstream of the point
of cutoff and grew to ~90 m wide. The scour hole is roughly circular in shape with a minimum elevation of ~29 m, or ~20 m
deeper than the average floodplain elevation. At the abandoned bend apex, the channel morphology shows a point bar
along the inner bank and a weakly defined thalweg that
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

transitions to the right bank within the downstream limb of
the bend. The entrance and exit of the abandoned bend do
not show evidence of plug formation at the time of this survey,
indicating that the bend is still hydrologically connected to the
active river.
The PB point of cutoff in 2016 widened to ~196 m (~115% of
bankfull width), resulting in a straightening of the upstream
limb into the cutoff (Figure 5B). In the upstream limb, the
multibeam survey shows dunes spanning most of the channel
width except for the lower elevations along the right bank.
The dunes appear to wash out at the point of cutoff where
bed morphology transitions into a scour hole. The scour hole
morphology has changed considerably since the 2015 survey,
now exhibiting an elongate form and extending outward towards the bank opposite the cutoff. The scour hole is ~330 m
long and the upstream portion has a maximum width of
~95 m, while the downstream portion has a width of ~50 m.
The lowest elevation is ~29 m, which is ~16 m deeper than
the exit of the abandoned bend (Figure 5B). The 2016 survey
also shows substantial bank erosion of up to ~80 m (~47% of
bankfull width) along the bank opposite the cutoff point, which
extends within the downstream limb of the active channel for
~420 m, as indicated by the concave appearance of the bank.
Evidence of erosion of the bank is not apparent in the 2015
morphology. The erosion on this bank gradually diminishes in
the downstream direction until the width of the channel becomes similar to that of the reach-averaged bankfull width.
A striking feature in the 2016 multibeam survey is the cutoff
bar that formed adjacent to the point of cutoff and downstream
of the scour hole. This cutoff bar is ~440 m in length, with a
maximum width ~155 m immediately downstream of the cutoff
and decreasing in width downstream. The cutoff bar displays a
non-uniform morphology, composed of more than one bar
front, with one bar front oriented transverse to the bank of the
downstream meander limb and others oriented nearly parallel
to the downstream bankline. The highest elevations of this cutoff bar are ~50 m, which is ~1–2 m below average local floodplain elevation. The cutoff bar does not appear to be fully
attached to the bank, as a smaller channel (~35 m in width)
can be seen between the cutoff bar and the bank, likely
representing the previous thalweg of the channel. Dunes are
present on the downstream tail of the cutoff bar, with an orientation towards the right bank rather than the downstream direction. Downstream of the cutoff bar, channel curvature and bed
morphology reverse where a thalweg is located along the right
bank and a point bar is present on the left bank.
At the entrance to the abandoned bend, channel bed elevations increase slightly, and bedform geometries quickly
reduce in size. Interestingly, the bedforms entering the abandoned bend terminate abruptly along a linear front oriented
roughly N–S (Figure 5B). The bed morphology within the
abandoned bend is much more apparent in the 2016
multibeam survey compared to the 2015 ADCP survey.
Within the abandoned bend, a thalweg can be seen along
the right bank, which transitions to the left bank upstream of
the bend apex. Immediately downstream of the bend apex,
the thalweg is more pronounced and is present to the exit
of the abandoned bend. Large dunes are present in the abandoned bend as the channel transitions into the bend apex, but
appear to wash out immediately downstream of the apex. At
the exit of the abandoned bend, bedforms are observed with
dune asymmetry indicating upstream migration into the abandoned bend. Additionally, the channel morphology at the exit
of the abandoned bend displays a marked contrast in bed
elevation with the adjacent scour hole, as evidenced by the
sharp delineation along the northern portion of this area
(Figure 5B).
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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The PB 2017 multibeam survey shows a continued straightening of the upstream limb at the cutoff junction corner (Figure 5C). Dunes are still present in the upstream meander
limb, but are substantially smaller in wavelength and amplitude. The width of the cutoff point has expanded to ~240 m
(~140% of bankfull width). The scour hole is still elongated in
shape but has appeared to narrow, being ~65 m wide in the
upstream portion and ~60 m wide in the downstream portion.
The erosion of the concave bank opposite the cutoff in the
downstream meander limb has experience an additional
~80 m lateral migration, and extends for ~635 m downstream
until widths become similar to reach-averaged bankfull width.
The cutoff bar is ~330 m in length, ~190 m wide at the upstream end of the bar, and is still separated from the bank by
a small channel. There is now an area of higher elevation in
the middle of the channel, with elevations ~5 m higher than
the surrounding river bed.
Morphologic changes within the abandoned bend appear to
be minimal when compared to the 2016 survey. However, at
the exit to the abandoned bend, dunes can be seen that extend
for ~500 m upstream into the bend. A longitudinal profile along
this region reveals that the dunes are migrating upstream into the
abandoned bend (Figure 6). This profile also shows the increase
in bed elevation from ~39 to ~46 m as the downstream limb of
the abandoned bend approaches the exit (Figure 6).

4.2. Characteristics of Franklin Bend and Seven
Mile Bend cutoff morphology
The neck cutoffs occurring at FB and SB exhibit many morphologic similarities to those observed at PB, such as a distinct cutoff
bar, marked erosion of the bank opposite the cutoff, dunes in the
upstream limb that wash out into the cutoff, and a pronounced

scour hole within the downstream limb of the bend (Figures 7
and 8). Rather than reiterate the details of these similarities for
all three sites, the focus of this next section is on the morphologic
features observed for FB and SB cutoffs that are not present in the
bathymetric maps for PB.
One of the more noticeable morphologic features present at
FB cutoff, observed in both the 2016 and 2017 multibeam
datasets, is the curvilinear ridges that extend from the left bank
in the upstream limb towards the cutoff (Figures 7B and C).
Three curvilinear ridges are present, separated by intervening
swales, with the ridge closest to the entrance to the abandoned
bend having the highest elevations and extending ~90 m from
the bank. In contrast, the multibeam bathymetric maps for SB
cutoff reveal only a single curvilinear ridge that extends from
the left bank across the entrance of the abandoned bend towards the cutoff (Figures 8B and C).
At FB, between the scour hole and the exit of the abandoned
bend is an area of unit bars with bedforms migrating upstream
towards the entrance of the abandoned bend, with an average
bed elevation of ~42 m (or ~4–5 m lower than the exit of the
abandoned bend). A similar composite bar is observed at SB
between the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend, however this bar at SB lacks discernible bedforms (Figures 8B and
C).
The abandoned bends of FB and SB show a lack of
bedforms throughout much of the bend and instead exhibit a
smooth bed texture throughout, which is in contrast to the
bedforms observed at PB. Bathymetric maps of FB reveal a
triangular-shaped bar at the exit to the abandoned bend, with
partial woody vegetation established on the bar top (i.e.
bumpy surface texture, Figure 7C). It is worthwhile noting that
despite the presence of this bar, the abandoned bend of this
cutoff site remains hydraulically connected to the main channel even after more than a decade since cutoff initiation. At
SB, the exit of the abandoned bend displays a different

Figure 6. Dune profiles for the exit of the abandoned bend of Pumps Bend 2017. (A) Image of channel morphology at the exit of the abandoned
bend. (B) The full dune profile taken, ~550 m, from the exit of the abandoned bend into the downstream portion of the abandoned bend. (C) Dune
profile of the 100–150 m section of the full profile. (D) Dune profile of the 300–350 m section of the full profile. (E) Dune profile of the 450–500 m
section of the full profile. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. (A) Franklin Bend 2015 channel morphology generated at a 5 m resolution. (B) Franklin Bend 2016 channel morphology generated at a
1.5 m resolution. (C) Franklin Bend 2017 channel morphology generated at a 1.5 m resolution. For all three images, warmer colours represent higher
elevations and cooler colours represent lower elevations. Channel morphology located under white dashed polygons indicates areas of relatively
larger surface interpolation. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

morphology from FB, with a more gradual increase in elevation, and upstream migrating bedforms that extend ~80 m into
the downstream limb of the abandoned bend.

4.3. Morphologic changes 2015–2017
At PB, large areas of erosion and deposition were observed from
2015 to 2017 (Figures 9A–C). Morphologic difference maps calculated between the time intervals allow for quantification of
volumetric erosion associated with cutoff widening, channel
bed scour, and floodplain/bank erosion, and deposition associated with cutoff bar accretion (Table I). From 2015 to 2016, the
volume of erosion associated with widening of the neck cutoff
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

was ~56 350 m3 (~10 m vertical erosion), increasing in width
by 129 m, or ~76% of the bankfull width. Volumetric scour of
the bed was ~163 550 m3 (maximum vertical erosion ~12 m),
and the volume of sediment eroded from the floodplain through
bank retreat was ~238 310 m3 (Figure 9A). Conversely, the volumetric deposition associated with the cutoff bar was ~348 950
m3 (maximum vertical deposition ~12 m; Figure 9A). The 2015–
2016 difference map also shows areas of deposition (up to 5 m)
and erosion (up to 4 m) within the abandoned bend, however
these areas were not included in the volumetric rate of change
analysis. The net morphologic change was thus calculated to
be ~109 260 m3 of erosion from 2015 to 2016.
The morphologic difference map of PB from 2016 to 2017
shows continued widening of the cutoff by ~40 m (~24% of
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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Table I. Erosion and deposition quantities calculated for the areas
outlined in Figure 10. Dimensionless statistics were calculated by
dividing erosion and deposition rates by total channel area of the
areas where rates were calculated

Years
2015–
2016
2016–
2017
2015–
2017

Figure 8. (A) Seven Mile Bend 2015 channel morphology generated
at a 5 m resolution. (B) Seven Mile Bend 2016 channel morphology
generated at a 1.5 m resolution. (C) Seven Mile Bend 2017 channel
morphology generated at a 1.5 m resolution. For all three images,
warmer colours represent higher elevations and cooler colours represent lower elevations. Channel morphology located under white
dashed polygons indicates areas of relatively larger surface interpolation. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Deposition
3
(m )

Erosion Net change (deposition – erosion)
3
3
(m )
(m )

348 950

458 210

109 260

288 250

641 280

353 030

472 660

745 930

273 270

Figure 9. Difference maps of elevation for Pumps Bend neck cutoff
surveys between the (A) 2015–2016 surveys, (B) 2016–2017 surveys,
and (C) 2015–2017 surveys. The warmer colours indicate increases in
elevation and cooler colours indicate decreases in elevation. [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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bankfull width), with a larger area of erosion at the upstream
junction corner (Figure 9B). The volumetric erosion due to cutoff widening was calculated to be ~37 200 m3, about 34% less
than the 2015–2016 period. Lateral bank retreat during the
2016–2017 period was still rapid, with highest rates of migration ~80 m, and a total volumetric erosion of the floodplain of
~510 970 m3 (Figure 9B), which is ~214% more erosion than
the period from 2015 to 2016. The volume of sediment scoured
from the bed during the period 2016–2017 was ~70 445 m3, or
~57% less than during 2015–2016. Additionally, the detailed
multibeam morphologic maps from 2016 and 2017 allowed
for an area of bed aggradation to be identified at the entrance
to the point of cutoff, which was estimated to be ~13 300 m3
(Figure 9B). Changes to the cutoff bar at PB during 2016–
2017 can be seen as both vertical aggradation (~4–5 m) on
the bar top, and a pronounced lateral expansion of the bar towards the cutbank (Figures 9 and 10). At the head of the cutoff
bar, where vertical aggradation is up to 12 m, the bar widened
~95 m, or ~55% of bankfull width (Figure 10). Farther downstream the bar experienced ~110 m lateral growth (~65% of
bankfull width), but only had ~8 m of aggradation. In total,
the cutoff bar was estimated to grow by ~274 950 m3, which
is ~21% less than in the 2015–2016 period. The net morphologic change from 2016 to 2017 was estimated to be ~353
030 m3 of erosion within and downstream of the cutoff, which
is over three times more than in the 2015–2016 period. Another remarkable feature observed in the 2016–2017 difference
map is the preferential aggradation of ~4 m within the thalweg
of the downstream limb of the abandoned bend, which can be
seen extending from the exit of the abandoned bend to the
apex (Figure 9B).
The difference map for PB from 2015 to 2017 shows the
summary of morphologic changes during the time period. The

Figure 10. Annual rates of morphologic change from 2015 to 2017
represented along a cross-sectional profile immediately downstream
of the neck cutoff on Pumps Bend. Location of cross-section shown
on 2017 bathymetric map. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

total amount of erosion due to cutoff widening, channel bed
scour, and bank retreat was ~80 915, 102 880, and 562 135
m3, respectively (Figure 9C). The volume of sediment deposited
as the cutoff bar was ~472 660 m3, which can be seen in the
difference maps as occupying nearly the entire width of the
channel prior to cutoff (Figures 9C and 10). The net morphologic change from 2015 to 2017 is ~273 270 m3 of erosion. Interestingly, the sum of erosion due to bank retreat from the
2015–2016 and 2016–2017 time periods (~749 275 m3) is actually ~25% more than the volume of sediment eroded using
the difference between 2015 and 2017. This discrepancy indicates the difference in sediment subsequently deposited as the
channel laterally migrates through the floodplain.
Due to the relatively lower rates of geomorphic change observed at both FB and SB during the 3-year time period of this
study, difference maps for these two sites were prepared using
only the 2016 and 2017 multibeam surveys to investigate the
more detailed morphologic changes. The FB 2016–2017 difference map indicates a small amount of erosion throughout
much of the upstream limb of the meander bend, likely associated with differences in bedform geometry between the two
surveys (Figure 11A). There are, however, four main features
worth noting from this difference map. First, along the bank opposite the cutoff there is evidence of relatively minor rates of
bank retreat (~2–5 m), and there appears to be an overall scour-

Figure 11. Difference maps of elevation between the 2016–2017 surveys for (A) Franklin Bend and (B) Seven Mile Bend. The warmer colours
indicate increases in elevation. The cooler colours indicate decreases in
elevation. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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ing of the channel bed (~2 m) along the base of the cutbank.
Second, the cutoff bar shows continued lateral expansion
(~15 m wide and ~6 m vertical) and aggradation on the bar
top ~1 m (Figure 11A). The third area of interest is where the
curvilinear ridges (or longitudinal bars) extend from the left
bank in the upstream limb of the bend towards the cutoff. In this
region, it appears that a new ridge has formed, indicated by the
distinct vertical aggradation of ~4 m. Immediately north of this
ridge, towards the entrance to the abandoned channel, there is
a swale that follows the path of the ridge line. Lastly, between
the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend, small pockets
of erosion and deposition can be seen (Figure 11A), associated
with adjustments to the upstream migrating bars and bedforms
identified in the detailed morphologic maps (Figures 7B and C).
The SB 2016–2017 difference map shows noticeable aggradation (~2 m) of the point bar along the left bank of the upstream
channel at the farthest upstream extent of the survey area (Figure 11B). Downstream of this area of point bar growth, relatively
small areas of erosion (4–6 m) are observed along the thalweg
on the right bank. Near the entrance to the cutoff region, a pronounced area of deposition (up to 4 m) can be seen that exhibits
a slight curvature on its downstream front. Between the entrance and exit to the abandoned bend, a large area of mostly
aggradation (up to 4 m) is shown, associated with reworking of
the bars and bedforms that are locally present (Figure 11B), similar to what was observed for the FB difference map (Figure 10).
An obvious band of deposition can be seen within much of the
central portion of the abandoned bend, extending from just upstream of the apex to the exit of the abandoned bend, with increasing deposition towards the exit. Interestingly, the
entrance to the abandoned bend shows an overall degradation
of 0.1–1 m. Downstream of the cutoff, an area of erosion is present along the bank opposite the cutoff that displays erosion up to
8 m and is roughly 110 m in length (Figure 11B). The top of the
cutoff bar appears to have some aggradation of 1–2 m.
Results from the dimensionless analyses show that FB and SB
have similar rates of lateral bank erosion within the first 5 years
of cutoff adjustment, with rates of migration decreasing as years
since cutoff initiation increase (Figures 12A and B). In contrast,
the first few years of post-cutoff adjustment at PB show an increase in migration rate, with magnitudes of erosion nearly
three times higher than at FB and SB (Figures 12A and B). Dimensionless data of cutoff width show moderate variability in
rates of change among the three cutoff sites, with all three cutoff
widths widening at least 1.4 times the reach-averaged bankfull
width (Figure 12C). The cutoff width at SB expanded rapidly to
nearly 1.75 times the bankfull width within the first 5 years and
appears to have stopped widening. The FB cutoff width also appears to have stopped widening, however the data show that it
took nearly a decade for cutoff widening to stabilize. PB cutoff
is still relatively early in its evolution, and the data suggest that
the cutoff might still experience some widening. Interestingly,
despite the differences observed in cutoff widening, all three
sites show a roughly logarithmic trend (Figure 12).

5. Discussion
The results presented above offer direct insight into the
morphologic evolution of neck cutoffs during a 3-year period.
However, given that these three cutoff sites have similar planform geometry and are at different stages in the evolution from
initial cutoff to oxbow lake, some generalizations can be made
regarding the decadal-scale dynamics of neck cutoffs. Prior to
cutoff, the bed morphology of the elongate bends would have
exhibited asymmetrical cross-sectional profiles, with thalwegs
along the upstream and downstream banks of the floodplain
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Figure 12. Bathymetric maps showing the difference in deposition
within the abandoned bend between Pumps Bend and Franklin Bend.
(A) Pumps Bend 2016 abandoned bend morphology. (B) Franklin Bend
2016 abandoned bend morphology. (C) Cross-sectional profiles for the
2016 abandoned loops for Pumps Bend and Franklin Bend (location of
cross-sections shown as white lines in A and B). [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

neck, and point bars along the banks opposite the floodplain
neck. During the initial breach of the floodplain the cutoff is
narrow, yet deeply incised due to the increased energy gradient
as a result of channel shortening (Figure 5A). During this stage
of adjustment roughly 55% of the flow discharge is conveyed
through the cutoff. As a result of the increased energy gradient,
as well as acceleration of flow through the narrow cutoff (Figure 3; Konsoer et al., 2016), a deep scour hole develops within
the centre of the downstream limb of the elongate bend that is
considerably lower in elevation than the surrounding channel
bed (Figure 5A).
Following this initial stage of cutoff development, the cutoff
widens rapidly to values greater than the reach-averaged
bankfull width (Figure 12C), the bank opposite the cutoff in
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2019)
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the downstream limb experiences substantial erosion and retreat, and the scour hole expands downstream along the newly
formed cutbank (Figure 5B). Depending on the planform geometry, the cutoff-widening stage can also be associated with
straightening of the upstream limb of the bend (Hooke, 1995).
At this stage in the morphologic evolution, the cutoff is effectively capturing the majority of the flow discharge, though the
abandoned bend remains hydraulically connected to the main
channel (Richards et al., 2018). As flow travelling through the
cutoff is redirected nearly 180° over a short distance, a zone
of flow separation and recirculation develops within the downstream limb adjacent to the cutoff (Figure 3; Richards et al.,
2018). As a result of this zone of recirculation, as well as rapid
bank retreat opposite the cutoff, a large bar develops (Figure 5B). With this pattern of bar development along the bank
adjacent to the cutoff, and scour and erosion along the bank
opposite the cutoff, the overall bed morphology and channel
curvature are reversed completely from the pre-cutoff
morphology.
The detailed multibeam surveys reveal that the cutoff bar is
composed of distinctive bar units, where the farthest upstream
bar unit is associated with sediment deposition resulting from
decreasing bed shear stress as flow travels through the cutoff
(like meandering river point bars). These upstream bar units
are attached to the floodplain at the cutoff junction and have
bar fronts that are perpendicular to the bankline (Figures 5B
and C). At the downstream tail of the cutoff bar, bedload sediment is transported in the transverse direction from the left bank
to the right bank, as evidenced by the orientation of the dune
crests (Figures 5B and C). This pattern of bedload transport is
consistent with patterns of three-dimensional flow velocities
that show strong inward-directed near-bed flow (Figure 3;
Richards et al., 2018). As the bank opposite the bar continues
to retreat (often intermittently, associated with large flood
events), the bulk discharge of the flow also shifts laterally,
resulting in a discrete shift in the area of bar deposition (Figure 5C). The apparent shift in the location of the unit bars suggests that bank pull is the mechanism responsible for bar
growth, rather than bar push (van de Lageweg et al., 2014).
As bank retreat slows, the unit bars composing the cutoff bar
begin to coalesce, leading to a more uniform point bar morphology (Figures 7C and 8C).
Similarly related to the shifting deposition of the cutoff bar,
the curvilinear ridges, or longitudinal bars, observed near the
entrance to the abandoned bend appear to be related to episodic bank retreat of the downstream limb (Figures 7B and C).
In the early stages of cutoff development, an area of sediment
deposition curving across the entrance to the abandoned bend
is apparent (Figures 5B and C). Although the amount of aggradation is relatively small, the bed elevation difference is exacerbated by bed degradation leading into the cutoff (Figure 5C). As
the channel continues to shift position, new longitudinal bars
develop, with consecutive bars increasing in distance from
the original location of the entrance to the abandoned bend
(Figures 7B and C). Thus, these longitudinal bars and the intervening swales between them resemble scroll bars tracking the
migration history of the cutoff.
A noticeable distinction between the neck cutoffs of this
study and those of previous investigations is the lack of sediment plugging at the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend,
despite more than a decade of time since cutoff in the case of
FB (Figure 7). Rates of plugging naturally vary depending on
the river planform and amount of sediment load the river transports, yet previous plugging rates have been established at 2–
10 years (Gagliano and Howard, 1984), <1–7 years (Hooke,
1995), and ~5 years (Petersen, 1963) for disparate rivers. The
similar time period for plugging indicates that full
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

disconnection should occur within 10 years. One possible explanation for the slow rate of aggradation observed for the neck
cutoffs on the White River is related to the deep incision of the
channel bed. The increased energy gradient due to the shortening of the stream length across an extremely narrow floodplain
neck results in pronounced scour of the bed in the downstream
limb, effectively perching the exit of the abandoned bend several metres above the cutoff region (Figures 5C and 7C).
In addition to the above-mentioned perching, the planform
geometry of the neck cutoffs in this study results in tight bend
flow and well-developed helical motion of the flow through
the cutoff (Figure 3; Richards et al., 2018). The strong helical
motion of flow observed at these sites produces near-bed flow
oriented away from the exit of the abandoned bend, promoting
transport of bedload sediment in the downstream direction. In
effect, although these sites exhibit high diversion angles between the cutoff and abandoned bend, the tight bend flow
through the cutoff and perching of the exit of the abandoned
bend lead to conditions that are not conducive for promoting
the Bulle effect (Dutta et al., 2017).
Another potential impact of the lack of sediment plugging at
the entrance and exit to the abandoned bend is related to the
pattern and rate of infilling of the abandoned bend. Previous research on diversion angles of cutoffs has shown that when cutoffs remain unplugged, the abandoned bend shallows and
narrows, with lower diversion angles resulting in relatively
faster rates of infill (Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al.,
2012). Furthermore, previous studies have associated neck cutoffs with higher diversion angles, which are suggested to plug
relatively fast, and thus experience slower rates of shallowing
and narrowing of the abandoned bend before disconnection
(Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Constantine et al.,
2010a; Toonen et al., 2012). In contrast, the neck cutoffs of this
study have high diversion angles yet lack large sediment plugs
that fully disconnect the abandoned bend. As a consequence,
the abandoned bends in this study show evidence of pronounced shallowing and narrowing.
This is best exemplified by comparing the bed morphologies
of PB and FB, assuming that morphologic changes through time
can be inferred from these two sites that are at different stages of
cutoff evolution. A cross-sectional profile through the abandoned bend apices of PB and FB shows that FB has a considerably narrower and shallower profile compared to PB
(Figure 13). Assuming the cross-sectional profile of FB would
have been similar to PB shortly after initial cutoff, this finding
suggests that these abandoned bends experience significant
infilling prior to complete plugging at the entrance and exit.
Using the cross-sectional profiles shown in Figure 13C, a conservative rate of infilling is estimated at 70 cm year 1, which
is considerably higher than previous reports of abandoned
bend infilling that typically range from 0.1 to 7 cm year 1
(Piégay et al., 2008). Additionally, the morphologic differences
observed within the upstream limbs of these two abandoned
bends also provide insight into patterns of infill. The upstream
limb of PB shows large dunes that appear to have decreased
amplitudes and rounded crests, suggesting they are relict
bedforms formed during pre-cutoff conditions (Figure 13A). In
contrast, the upstream limb at FB displays a smooth texture (Figure 13B) and, given the amount of vertical aggradation inferred
from the apex profiles, it is possible that large bedforms might
be preserved beneath a relatively thick fill of fine-grained
sediment.
The perching of the exit of the abandoned bend above the
surrounding channel bed appears to be moderated through
time by the development of unit bars between the scour hole
and the exit (Figures 7B and C). These unit bars migrate in a direction towards the entrance to the abandoned bend, as
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Figure 13. Conceptual model for the initial stages of neck cutoff evolution on highly curving neck cutoffs. (A) Stage 1 of cutoff evolution includes
initial floodplain breaching and deep scour hole forming in downstream limb. (B) In Stage 2, the scour hole elongates, relatively rapid rates of erosion
along the bank opposite the cutoff and deposition of a cutoff bar adjacent to the cutoff junction corner occur, and the abandoned bend begins to narrow and shallow. (C) During Stage 3, the cutoff bar continues to grow at a rate proportional to bank erosion, a series of longitudinal bars across the
entrance of the abandoned bend track with the punctuated events of bank erosion during large flood events, and the abandoned bend continues to
shallow and narrow. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

evidenced by the superimposed bedforms and the annual difference maps (Figures 11). The growth of these unit bars is
due to the migration of the channel away from the abandoned
bend and the presence of a zone of flow recirculation that results in upstream-oriented flow (Figure 3; Richards et al.,
2018). The presence of these bars disrupts the abrupt change
in elevation (perching) between the scour hole and the exit to
the abandoned bend, potentially providing an easier pathway
for bedload sediment to plug the exit, as suggested by the plug
bar forming in the exit at FB (Figure 7C).
While SB shares many morphologic similarities with PB and
FB, there are some obvious differences. Namely, the location of

the cutoff in relation to the original elongate meander planform
resulted in a relatively short distance between the cutoff and
the apex of the bend (i.e. a short length of channel removed),
and thus limited the increase in energy gradient due to cutoff.
An outcome of this is that flow traveling from the upstream limb
into the cutoff is not as strongly redirected into the downstream
limb compared to PB and FB, and a substantial portion of flow
travels upstream through the abandoned bend from the exit to
the entrance (Richards et al., 2018). This upstream pattern of
flow is responsible for the bed morphology observed for the
abandoned bend of SB and the region of upstream migrating
bedforms (Figures 8B and C). A similar pattern of upstream-

Figure 14. Conceptual model for the initial stages of neck cutoff evolution on highly curving neck cutoffs. A) Stage 1 of cutoff evolution includes
initial floodplain breaching and deep scour hole forming in downstream limb. B) In Stage 2, the scour hole elongates, relatively rapid rates of erosion
along the bank opposite the cutoff and deposition of a cutoff bar adjacent to the cutoff junction corner occur, and the abandoned bend begins to narrow and shallow. C). During Stage 3, the cutoff bar continues to grow at a rate proportional to bank erosion, a series of longitudinal bars across the
entrance of the abandoned bend track with the punctuated events of bank erosion during large flood events, and the abandoned bend continues to
shallow and narrow.
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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migrating bedforms was seen for the PB 2017 survey, but field
measurements have not yet documented upstream-oriented
flow through the abandoned bend. One possible explanation
is that certain discharge conditions (i.e. large flood events) are
more favourable for flow entering the exit of the abandoned
bed, but more studies are required to understand those
hydrodynamics.
In addition to the differences in bed morphology described
above, dimensionless analyses for the three cutoff sites reveal
differences in the magnitude and trends of cutoff widening
and lateral bank migration (Figure 12). These differences are
most likely attributed to the variability in planform geometry,
location of cutoff within the bend, distance of channel removed
by cutoff, and hydrologic variability following cutoff initiation
at each site. However, despite the differences in rates of
change, the three neck cutoffs investigated in this study do
exhibit an exponential decay in rates of migration (Figure 12),
which has also been noted in previous cutoff studies (Hooke,
1995).
The results and discussion provided above are summarized
into a conceptual model for the initial stages of morphologic
change of highly curved neck cutoffs from initial breaching to
stages prior to complete plugging of the abandoned bend
(Figure 14). A main difference between the model presented
herein and previous conceptual models is the planform geometry and location of the cutoff within the bend. Neck cutoffs
have previously been depicted as having a straight channel
upstream and downstream of the point of cutoff, or Ω-style
(Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984). The neck cutoffs
formed under these straight morphologic conditions do not result in strong curvature of the flow through the cutoff, and thus
the range of morphologic features observed in this study, or the
hydrodynamics documented in Richards et al. (2018), cannot
be explained by the previous long-term conceptual models of
neck cutoff evolution. The differences in the conceptual model
presented in this study are not meant to provide
counter-arguments against previous conceptual models, but
rather highlight the importance of planform geometry on the
morphodynamic evolution of neck cutoffs and provide insights
into neck cutoff evolution that has not yet been provided.
Additional detailed investigations should be conducted to test
the applicability of this conceptual model for highly
curved neck cutoffs on other rivers, such as those shown in
Figure 2.

6. Conclusion
The morphology of three highly curved neck cutoffs was
investigated through detailed annual field measurements of
channel bed morphology over a 3-year period. The findings
provide new insights into how neck cutoffs on elongate meander bends evolve post-breach but before complete plugging of
the abandoned bend, as has already been done for chute cutoffs. Important factors contributing to the morphologic changes
observed are summarized below. The location of the cutoff in
relation to the elongate bend leads to tight bend flow through
the cutoff. Deep channel bed scour immediately downstream
of the cutoff, resulting from the increased energy gradient
across the cutoff, effectively perches the exit of the abandoned
bend several metres above the surrounding channel bed,
restricting bedload sediment transport into the exit of the abandoned bend, and limits sediment plugging. High-momentum
flow travelling through the cutoff is advected against the bank
opposite the cutoff, resulting in rapid rates of bank retreat.
Opposite this area of erosion, a cutoff bar develops that is
composed of multiple unit bars. As the channel continues its
© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

planform evolution through downstream rotation, longitudinal
bars deposited across the entrance of the abandoned bend
track the migrational history similar to scroll bars.
The morphologic changes documented herein, as well as a
recent study examining the hydrodynamics of these same sites
(Richards et al., 2018), offer tremendous insight into the
morphodynamics of highly curved neck cutoffs that have not
been reported on previously. While the three neck cutoffs investigated in this study share many similarities, more work
should be done to determine if the conceptual model presented
herein is applicable to other neck cutoffs exhibiting similar
planform morphology and dissimilar planform morphology.
Additionally, numerical modelling of these sites could provide
a more thorough understanding of the morphodynamics occurring at these sites, particularly under a range of discharge
conditions.
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